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  ACROSS 

1   Playing timid at frustrated interrogator's demand  

    (5, 2) 

 5 Relayed intelligence to government agent on the 

tail of big wheel in France (7) 

 9 They're played by guests on Damages or Bull  

       (4, 5) 

 10 Article of clothing doesn't breathe well (5) 

 11 Showbiz elite from L.A. tries dancing (1-6) 

 12 Give up two pieces of pedestal desk? (7) 

 13 Tart drink made Leon drunk (8) 

 15 Go back and restore Windows, in part (6) 

 17 IDs lost prior to returning flight is no fun at all (6) 

 19 Propositions for the Utah city sanitation chief (8) 

 23 Vehicle with alternative fuel is safe (7) 

 24 Beatles song title changed by Brian Epstein, 

initially (3, 2, 2) 

 26 Brand new style of music related 

to soul (1, 3, 1) 

 27 '70s rockers supporting 

instrumentalist primarily involved 

in punk genre (9) 

 28 After making the first YA detective 

story, becomes authority (7) 

 29 No end to unwarranted taunts (7) 

 

  DOWN 

 1 Goal consuming rebel leader: 

cause trouble overnight, perhaps 

(7) 

 2 One adopted by religious official 

raised in southern U.S. city (5) 

 3 Announced giant contract (7) 

 4 Grave-yard shift for long-tenured 

driver at Gillette Stadium (3, 5) 

 5 Near beer isn't finished - bottling is backed up 

and behind (6) 

 6 A semi's traveling around parkway entrance's  

  gridlock (7) 

 7 Imagine NAFTA jolted economy, for instance (9) 

 8 Requested title about Lancelot, e.g. (7) 

 14 Ignoring the odds, Omni runs typographical 

errors (9) 

 16 Doctor in South American country opening 

center for pediatric patients (8) 

 17 Taste of 1920s-style liquor (7) 

 18 Friendly introductions to American folk legend (7) 

 20 Heads of organizations underreporting their 

losses in net earnings summary (7) 

 21 Glance at important Times report on California 

chain (7) 

 22 Superficial target of some shots at the beginning 

of Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close (6) 

 25 Musical set in Edmonton, Alberta (5) 


